Helpful information for Not-for-Profits,
Individuals and Businesses during the COVID-19 Pandemic.

The Employer’s Kitchen
– creating ideas just for you!

When my kids were in their pre-teens, I packed up my family and moved to a
foreign country. During the time we were there, the regime of the day proclaimed
that all their citizenry were to think ‘happy thoughts’. To achieve this all government
and public buildings had music playing via loudspeakers on the outside of their
premises from 5 o’clock in the morning until midnight, each and every day. We
woke up every morning to Twinkle Twinkle Little Star and Happy Birthday to You,
blaring through the loudspeakers of the public buildings across from our apartment.
Everywhere one went; there was a constant cacophony of sound and movement,
clamour and chaos. You couldn’t get away from it. There was never a moment for
just stillness, for silence. The current health crisis is similar to this. It keeps
crashing back louder than ever.
The clamour of the pandemic is in the background of our daily lives and it does
impact on the how and why of the decisions that we make for and about our
worksites. As an employer it is important to carve out that moment of silence and establish a process to
keep your organization’s long-range essentials in place while allowing for adaptations as circumstances
change.
The trick is to be prepared, flexible and responsive as you navigate the new normal. Here are some key
elements that you may wish to consider in your moment of silence
1. Planning: Is your business plan up to date? What does your financial forecast look like? Can you
minimize the physical risk for your people? Do you have updated OH&S policies?
2. Preparing to Open: How do you redefine ‘normal’? Do you have the cooperation and support across
all levels of your organization?
3. Modifying your Worksite: Does your worksite meet the requirements of government recommendation
on safe procedures? How are you going to prevent people from becoming infected at your worksite?
4. Providing Public Access: What kind of rules do you need to establish, are they posted at the
entrance? Do you have physical precautions in place? Who is responsible for monitoring compliance
to the rules?
5. Cleaning: Do you need to add new employees, expand hours, change job descriptions or duty lists?
6. Incident Procedures: What can you do if an employee starts to feel sick at work? Do you have a way
to identify and locate people who have been to your worksite?
7. Mental Health: Can you identify and support employees who may be more at risk? Can you provide
support and education to promote psychological well-being?
Decision making in times of uncertainty is difficult. By taking that moment of silence, you can create the
outline of what you need to do and move towards rebuilding. CAP
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WELCOME TO
YOUR NIGHTMARE

Performed by: UNSECRET and MAYLYN

Start to wonder why the energy's dark
around here
It's awful fun when you're near
I don't know why
I creep around, dodge outta sight
I don't know why
I haunt you when you sleep at night
I don't know why
I creep around, dodge outta sight
I don't know why
I haunt you when you sleep at night

I didn't mean to scare you
Promise it's the opposite
I'm a little off
I'm always onto you
I've been watching you move

Hear the stirring of the creatures
In the atmosphere
Nothing like a little static
To add to the fear
I've been watching you dear
I don't know why
I creep around, dodge outta sight
I don't know why
I haunt you when you sleep at night
I don't know why
I creep around, dodge outta sight
I don't know why
I haunt you when you sleep at night
You could fall asleep
Step into a dream
But when you're with me
Welcome to your nightmare
So, you should fall asleep
Pray your soul to keep
Cause when you're with me
Welcome to your nightmare
Second guessing all the voices
That you thought you hear

You could fall asleep
Step into a dream
But when you're with me
Welcome to your nightmare
So, you should fall asleep
Pray your soul to keep
Cause when you're with me
Welcome to your nightmare
I didn't mean to scare you
Promise it's the opposite
I'm a little off
I'm always onto you
You could fall asleep
Step into a dream
But when you're with me
Welcome to your nightmare
So, you should fall asleep
Pray your soul to keep
Cause when you're with me
Welcome to your nightmare
Welcome to your nightmare
[Source: Musixmatch - https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=uxnHCqZWh-Y]

We are looking for the best ‘theme’
songs to identify with the COVID Crisis.
Send us your suggestions for top pick of
the week: info@volunteergp.com

7 mental health coping tips for
life in the time of COVID-19
Author: Linda E. Carlson - Professor, Department of
Oncology, Cumming School of Medicine, University of
Calgary

1. Be kind to yourself (and others)
Living through this pandemic is tough. Many of us
have not been in this situation before. We have no
rules or experience or role models to turn to. We are
making things up as we go along. You may be
feeling lost, confused, anxious and worried. So is
everyone else. These are all totally normal emotions.
Allow yourself these feelings, have compassion and
patience for your own struggles.
Don’t try to push away your difficult feelings or force
yourself to “think positive,” which is not a healthy
coping mechanism, as it denies the reality of your
current experience. All emotions are OK, even the
tough ones, and trying to stuff them down and
replace them with “positive thinking” is an impossible
and unhealthy task.
2. Manage your feelings

Find a safe and controlled way to acknowledge
and express your difficult emotions, for example by
Half of Canadians reported a worsening of their
writing them down in a journal or letter, talking to a
mental health due to the COVID-19 pandemic in an friend, getting physical exercise or practising yoga
April poll. In Alberta, a similar government poll found or meditation. If your symptoms are severe and
74 per cent of Albertans felt the pandemic had
interfering with your ability to function, contact a
negatively affected their mental health.
mental health professional. Above all, think about
These stats are not surprising, because a pandemic how you would respond to a friend struggling in this
situation, and apply that same compassion and
is a perfect “anxiety stew.” It has all the ingredients
advice to yourself; then turn it towards others.
that go into causing worry even in people who are
not typically anxiety-prone. These include:
uncontrollability, uncertainty and high consequence.
Besides following public health guidelines, there is
little any one individual can do to control the spread
of the virus or the magnitude of the pandemic. How
this will unfold locally and around the world is highly
uncertain, and there is no shortage of speculation
(much of it not based on evidence). Humans dislike
uncertainty and tend to “fill-in-the-blanks” in
situations like this, which often results in highly
improbable worst-case scenarios.
Finally, the consequences of not getting it right are
high: you or family members contracting the virus,
potential sickness and untold deaths worldwide.
Add to this job loss and financial strain, social
isolation and loneliness, close contact that may lead
to arguments or abuse, stress of working from home
while being responsible for childcare and homeschooling and worrying about far away or elderly
family members. It is no wonder there are reports of
escalating mental health problems. In these
circumstances we need to look out for one another
and do what we can to ease the burden.
It’s a tough situation, but there are actions
individuals can take to cope with the circumstances
and ease the suffering.

3. Be realistic, lower your expectations
It is not realistic to think you can do it all: homeschool your kids; work full-time from home; maintain
a perfect (clean, orderly) household; and take care of
yourself and others. The drawbacks of perfectionism
are well known.
Instead, try prioritizing one or two things, and let
the others slide a little. Leave the teaching to the
teachers and focus on parenting. Take time out for
self-care. Remind yourself not to worry if you let
work projects slide a little, the laundry and dishes
pile up for a while or the kids get a little extra screen
time. You’ll get to it all when you can. Focus on your
high priority items and don’t expect too much of
yourself.
Continued on following page.

4. Make the best of the situation

regular basis. The health benefits of social support
Here you need to distinguish between things you can are many.
control and things you cannot. In particular, you are 7. Stick to reliable sources for the facts (and skip
totally in control of your response to the situation.
the dross)
Accepting the uncertainties of the future, while at the Pick one or two sources of information that you trust,
same time identifying areas in your life you can
such as Health Canada or reliable news sources. If
control is a good place to start.
social media makes you feel anxious and angry,
Can you go out for a walk in the fresh air and
sunshine? Then do that every day. If your kids are
around more now without school and other activities,
can you try to involve them in household chores and
teach them how to cook and do laundry? Are you
able to catch up on sleep a bit? Our society is so
chronically sleep-deprived, this is a great opportunity
to get some needed rest, and the benefits are
myriad.

avoid the threat of “social contagion” and take a
break. There are many negative side-effects of
social media consumption, so consider limiting your
scrolling time to 20 minutes or so, once or twice a
day, or skip the social media altogether.

We can learn a lot from slowing down and taking
care of one another. Once this passes, take the
opportunity to carefully consider what you really
want to add back into your life. Maybe this slower
Can you think of ways to help others in your
pace isn’t such a bad thing. Maybe getting back to
neighbourhood? Volunteer whatever skills you have “full speed ahead” is not the best choice for you or
if time permits; volunteers are happier and may even for our society. Before diving right back in as society
live longer.
begins to reopen, we need to mindfully contemplate
what life lessons we can take away from this
extraordinary time.
[Source: https://theconversation.com/7-mental-healthcoping-tips-for-life-in-the-time-of-covid-19-138479]

5. Keep your routines
Catching up on sleep is great, but it would be better
not to sleep until noon every day. Keep your
schedules and routines much as they were before,
with modifications to suit your new routine. Have set
times to work, set times for meals, activities and a
relatively regular bedtime. Don’t drink much more
alcohol than usual and cut back if you’re having
more than a couple of drinks per day.
6. Keep physical — not social — distance from
others
It’s easy to become socially isolated when we are
advised to keep away from others, especially for
people who live alone. Make a special effort to keep
in touch with family, friends and colleagues though
email, FaceTime, video conferencing and plain old
phone calls. Make appointments with your friends to
meet for a call just as you would for in-person
get-togethers. Have Zoom parties and share some
food or drinks with your friends and catch up on a

I just watched all the Harry Potter movies
back to back with a friend.
Stupid, really, because it meant I
couldn't see the TV.

Do you know what's not funny any more?
Retired Clowns.
[Source: https://www.reddit.com/r/
dadjokes/top/]

“Younger and middle-aged adults are faced with
family- and work-related challenges, such as working
from home, homeschooling children and
unemployment,” added Klaiber.
“They are also more likely to experience different
types of ongoing non-pandemic stressors than older
adults, such as interpersonal conflicts.
“While older adults are faced with stressors such
as higher rates of disease contraction, severe
complications and mortality from COVID-19, they
also possess more coping skills to deal with stress
as they are older and wiser.”

Older adults coping better
with pandemic: UBC study
by Alan Campbell at Richmond News

The study also reveals older and middle-aged adults
experienced more daily positive events — such as
remote positive social interactions — in 75 per cent
of their daily surveys, which helped increase positive
emotions compared to younger adults.

Adults in their senior years have coped better
emotionally with the pandemic, compared to people
in the lower age brackets, according to research
released recently from U
The research in the Journal of Gerontology:
Psychological Sciences, states that adults aged 60
and up have done much better than younger adults
(18–39) and middle-aged adults (40–59).
Based on daily diary data collected between midMarch and mid-April of this year, the researchers
found that older adults experienced greater
emotional well-being and felt less stressed and
threatened by the pandemic.
“Our findings provide new evidence that older adults
are emotionally resilient despite public discourse
often portraying their vulnerability. We also found
that younger adults are at greater risk for loneliness
and psychological distress during the pandemic,”
said Patrick Klaiber, the study’s lead author and a
graduate student in the UBC department of
psychology.
For the study, the researchers analyzed data from
776 participants aged 18–91, who lived in Canada
and the U.S. and completed daily surveys for one
week about their stressors, positive events and their
emotional well-being during the first several weeks
of the pandemic.
The time period was selected as it was likely to be
the period of greatest disruption and uncertainty
as local, provincial, and state governments began
issuing stay-at-home orders.
Klaiber says the difference in reported stress levels
may be a result of age-related stressors and how
well the different age groups respond to stress.

“While positive events led to increases in positive
emotions for all three age groups, younger adults
had the least positive events but also benefited the
most from them,” said Klaiber.
“This is a good reminder for younger adults to create
more opportunities for physically-distanced or
remote positive experiences as a way of mitigating
distress during the pandemic.”
The researchers hope their findings would help
inform the development of programs and strategies
to bolster mental health for adults of all age groups.
[Source: https://www.richmond-news.com/news/
older-adults-coping-better-with-pandemic-ubcstudy-1.24175876]

Coping with COVID quiz:

How well are you dealing with the
pandemic? Take this quiz and find out!
By Barbara Roden

d)

Forget there was a meeting but figure you can
catch up when the minutes are sent out.

4. When it comes to face masks, you
a)
b)
c)

d)

Have several handmade cloth ones in a variety of
colours and designs, which you keep at home, in
your vehicle, and at the office.
Think you have a pack of those paper ones they
sell at the drugstore.
Refuse to wear a mask because you saw a post
on Facebook from someone who says they cause
cancer, deplete your oxygen supply, and create
too much carbon monoxide.
Pull your shirt up over your mouth and nose and
hope for the best.

5. You’re out shopping and see someone who
isn’t in your bubble but who you want to catch
up with. You
a)
b)

How well are you handling the COVID-19 pandemic?
Take this handy quiz and find out!

c)

1. You’re driving behind a vehicle that has an out
of province licence plate. What do you do?

d)

a)

Resist the urge to hug them and stand two metres
apart.
Give them a hug without thinking, apologize, then
stand about two metres apart, because you were
never that good at judging distance.
Give them a hug, don’t apologize, then stand close
enough to count their nose hairs.
Stand two metres apart and chat, but spend the
entire conversation trying to remember their
partner’s name.

Think “I don’t know everyone’s story,” refuse to
judge, and continue on your way.
6. At the store, you see that there’s only one of
b) Think “I wonder if their trip here is really
something you need left on the shelf, and
necessary.”
someone else is reaching for it. You
c) Tailgate, honking your horn, until you can pass
a) Do a quick mental check and realize you really
them, flipping them the bird and yelling “Go home!”
don’t need it that badly; it can wait until next time.
as you do so.
b) Engage in a slightly tense conversation about who
d) Don’t notice their licence plate, as you’re too busy
needs it most.
trying to pick your cellphone up off the floor.
c) Dart to the shelf and grab it. Survival of the fittest,
2. The kids are now entering month five of no
after all.
school. You’re
d) Couldn’t read your partner’s handwriting, so didn’t
a) Drawing up weekly lesson plans, supervising
realize it was on the list.
schoolwork, and making sure they complete at
7. A friend is having a get-together at their
least one project a week.
house. You
b) Enrolling them in the library’s summer reading club
a) Regretfully decline; there’ll be other chances to
and getting them a pool pass.
see them.
c) Sending your MLA, school district superintendent,
b) Attend but stay outside in the yard.
and the Minister of Education lengthy daily emails
c) Attend, and stay inside the house with everyone
about why schools need to fully reopen in
else, because it’s hot outside and thank goodness
September.
for air conditioning.
d) Telling yourself that every day without a trip to the
d) Want to attend, but get the dates mixed up and
emergency department is a good day.
realize it was last weekend, not this weekend.

3. You have yet another Zoom meeting coming
up. You
a)
b)
c)

Make sure your hair and clothing are immaculate,
adjust the lighting, and sit in front of a carefully
curated backdrop.
Contemplate doing it in the bathroom, as it’s the
only room in the house with a lock and you don’t
want the kids bursting in like they did last time.
Call in using audio only so no one will see that you
haven’t dusted in three months and are wearing
pyjamas.

If you got mostly “a”, congratulations; you’re getting
through this like a champ. If you got mostly “b”, well
done; you’re surviving. If you got mostly “c”, watch out;
you probably need to take some deep breaths, back
away from social media, and go for a long walk. If you got
mostly “d”, good job; few people are managing to live
their lives as normally as you are.
[Source: https://
www.ashcroftcachecreekjournal.com/opinion/theeditors-desk-coping-with-covid-quiz/]

Cloth face coverings, even homemade masks made of the correct material, are effective in
reducing the spread of COVID-19 - for the wearer and those around them - according to a
new study from Oxford’s Leverhulme Centre for Demographic Science.
A comprehensive study, the report investigates the
effectiveness of different face mask types and
coverings, including an international comparison of
policies and behavioural factors underlying usage.
Professor Melinda Mills, Director of the Leverhulme
Centre and author of the study, says, ‘The evidence
is clear that people should wear masks to reduce virus transmission and protect themselves, with most
countries recommending the public to wear them. Yet
clear policy recommendations that the public should
broadly wear them has been unclear and
inconsistent in some countries such as England.’

“The evidence is clear that people should wear
masks to reduce virus transmission and
protect themselves, with most countries
recommending the public to wear them. Yet
clear policy recommendations that the public
should broadly wear them has been unclear
and inconsistent in some countries such as
England Professor Mills’ team found that, after
the WHO announced the pandemic in
mid-March, some 70 countries immediately
recommended mask wearing. But more than
120 now require mask wearing – most,
everywhere in public.”
Asian countries that had previous experiences of the
SARS outbreak experienced early and virtually
universal mask usage. But, says Professor Mills,
many other countries have seen a reversal of
behaviour. She maintains, ‘There is a general
assumption that countries such as the UK, which
have no culture or history of mask wearing, will not
rapidly adopt them. But this just doesn’t hold when
we look at the data. As of late April, mask-wearing
was up to 84% in Italy, 66% in the US and 64% in
Spain, which increased almost immediately after
clear policy recommendations and advice was given
to the public.’
The study was prompted by the need for a
comprehensive systematic literature review of mask
wearing – beyond medical research. Professor Mills
maintains, ‘There has been a blind spot in thinking
about the behavioural factors of how the general
public responds to wearing masks. Also, by looking

at lessons learned about face mask wearing from
previous epidemics and other countries, we get a
broader and clearer picture.’
The study found:
• Cloth face coverings are effective in protecting
the wearer and those around them.
• Behavioural factors are involved, including how
people understand the virus and their perceptions
of risk, trust in experts and government, can
adversely affect mask wearing.
• Face masks need to be seen as part of ‘policy
packages’ with other measures such as social
distancing and hand hygiene.
• Clear and consistent policies and public
messaging are key to the adoption of wearing
face masks and coverings by the general public

“There is a general assumption that countries
such as the UK, which have no culture or history
of mask wearing, will not rapidly adopt them. But
this just doesn’t hold when we look at the data.
As of late April, mask-wearing was up to 84% in
Italy, 66% in the US and 64% in Spain.”
Professor Mills says, ‘The public is confused about
wearing face masks and coverings because they
have heard the scientific evidence is inconclusive
and advice from the WHO and others has changed.
People also feared they might be competing for
scarce PPE resources and they need clear advice on
what to wear, when to wear them and how to wear
them.’
Around the world, the study finds, ‘Next to hand
washing and social distancing, face masks and
coverings are one of the most of widely adopted
non-pharmaceutical interventions for reducing the
transmission of respiratory infections.’
But, the study shows, some coverings are not as
effective as others. Loosely woven fabrics, such as
scarves have been shown to be the least effective.
Professor Mills says, ‘Attention must also be placed
on how well it fits on the face; it should loop around
the ears or around the back of the neck for better
coverage.’

Continued on following page.

“The public is confused about wearing face
masks and coverings because they have
heard the scientific evidence is inconclusive
and advice...has changed. People also feared
they might be competing for scarce PPE
resources and they need clear advice on what
to wear, when to wear them and how to wear
them.”

or transmitting it to others and think that ‘it won’t
happen to me’.

Socio-political systems, public trust in governments
and experts and previous experience with
pandemics is also key. The report shows, for
instance, how political polarisation can impede a
government’s ability to provide a coordinated
response.

She insists, ‘The general public does not need to
wear surgical masks or respirators. We find that
masks made from high quality material such as
high-grade cotton, multiple layers and particularly
hybrid constructions are effective. For instance,
combining cotton and silk or flannel provide over
95% filtration, so wearing a mask can protect
others.’
Crucially, the report also finds that wearing a cotton
mask protects the mask wearer as well - combining
all research on cloth masks in a new meta-analysis.
But the report finds that face covering policy has
been impacted by a lack of clear recommendations, likely because of an ‘over-reliance on an evidence-based approach and assertion that evidence
was weak due to few conclusive RCT (randomized
control trial) results in community settings,
discounting high quality non-RCT evidence’.

“The general public does not need to wear
surgical masks or respirators. We find that
masks made from high quality material such
as high-grade cotton, multiple layers and
particularly hybrid constructions are effective”
Professor Mills insists this should not be the sole
consideration, ‘RCTs don’t fit well when looking at
behaviour and it was clear that high quality
observational and behavioural research had been
largely discarded. It is hard to understand why the
policy resistance has been so high. There have been
no clinical trials of coughing into your elbow, social
distancing and quarantine, yet these measures are
seen as effective and have been widely adopted.’
By learning from mask-wearing experiences from
previous epidemics, such as SARS, H1N1 and
MERS, today’s review revealed five key behavioural
factors underpinning the public’s compliance to
wearing a mask.

Individual characteristics are also important with
‘younger people and men having a lower threat
perception and compliance of interventions’.
Professors Mills notes, ‘Women have a higher
incidence of compliance with public health measures
such as wearing face coverings, which may a
contributing factor the higher COVID-19 deaths
amongst men.’
Barriers to wearing face masks were also isolated as
paramount including lack of supply of surgical masks
and perceived competition with medical resources,
resource constraints to obtain coverings and
concerns about the comfort and fit of wearing them.
The full text of ‘Face masks and coverings for the
general public: Behavioural knowledge,
effectiveness of cloth coverings and public
messaging’, can be seen here.
[Source: https://www.ox.ac.uk/news/2020-07-08-

First, people need to understand virus transmission oxford-covid-19-study-face-masks-and-coveringsand how masks protect them and others. They need work-act-now ]
to understand the risks. Professor Mills says, ‘We
learned from previous pandemics that individuals
underestimate their own risks of contracting the virus

